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1. INTR~DIJcTI~N 
A category E with kernels and cokernels is called exact provided that 
(i) every monomorphism is a kernel of some morphism in E. 
(ii) every epimorphism is a cokernel of some morphism in E. 
(iii) every morphism in E is a composite of a monomorphism and an epimor- 
phism. 
Every abelian category is an exact category (see, for example, [3], p. 33), 
however, an exact category is not necessarily an abelian category. The main 
purpose of this paper is to show that a classical structure theory of semi- 
simple Artinian rings can be generalized in the setting of an exact category. 
Let E be an exact category and U be an object in E. Let S(U) be the class of 
subobjects of U. In ([3], p. lo), the intersection and the union of a family (set) 
in S(U) are defined and it is proven that in an exact category finite union and 
intersections exist (see [3], Proposition 14.1, p. 16 and Corollary 15.3, p. 19). 
In other words, if S(U) is a set then S(U) is a lattice. We define a subobject K 
of an object U in E to be superjIuous [I] in U if, for any subobject A of U with 
the inclusion v  : A -+ U, KU A = U implies that v  is an isomorphism. In 
case the only superfluous subobject in U is zero, we say U is semi-simple. We 
say an object U in E is a ring-like object provided that (i) U is projective, 
(ii) [V, I] # $ if 0 # I E S(U), where [V, I] is the set of morphisms from U 
to 1, (iii) 1r*(1a*1a) =(Ii~I,)~Is for any &ES(U),i= 1,2,3, where 
Ii * I9 = U~30,V)E[v,ri]X~u,r,~ x&U), /L is the inclusion of Ij to U. 
Every ring R with 1 is a ring-like object in the category of right R-modules, 
in which case the product of subobjects is the usual product of right ideals. 
We shall give, in Section 2, other examples of a ring-like object which are not 
rings. 
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We say an object M in E is an U-module provided that M = (JJEEU,Ml f (U). 
In the following section, we will consider the largest superfluous subobject 
of a ring-like object U in an exact category, say J(U) and establish several 
theorems concerning I(U) which are the analogue of the usual theorems on 
the Jacobson radical of a ring. In Section 3, we consider a ring-like object U, 
which is semi-simple and also satisfies the minimum condition on its sub- 
objects. We prove that every subobject of such a ringlike object U is a co- 
retraction, and U is the union of a finite number of minimal subobjects in U. 
Furthermore, every U-module M which is relatively complemented, in the 
sense that for any subobject N1 of M there exists a subobject N, of Mmaximai, 
with respect to the property Ni n Na = 0, is projective and injective. For 
notations and terminologies which are not introduced here we refer the 
readers to [3]. 
Example 2.1. Let M and I’ be additive abelian groups. If there is a map 
from M x r x M into M such that for all ml , m2 , ma in M and all 01, /? in r, 
the following conditions are satisfied 
(1) (nz, + m2) am3 = miorm3 + msotm, , mi(a + 8) m2 = qffms + m+s , 
m14m2 + m3) = nwn, + m1am3, 
(2) hm) Pm3 = w4m3Pm3), 
(3) ifxoly=Oforallx,yEMthen~=O, 
then &.Z is called a r-ring (Refer [4]). We say a r-ring has a left identity if 
there is m, E M, 01~ E r such that mOa,,m = m for all m E M. An example of 
a r-ring M with a left identity is obtained by letting M = D,,, = the set 
of all m x n matrices over a ring D with 1, r = D,,, where m < n (if m > n 
then M has a right identity) and for m, , m2 E M, 01 E r, qarn, is the usual 
matrix multiplication. Let M be a r-ring with a left identity and let R be the 
right operator ring of M (See [4], p. 84). Let P be the category of right 
R-modules. Then M is a ring-like object of GR in which the product of 
subobjects Ni of M, i = 1,2, is defined by NrrrV, (Refer [d], Sec. 3). 
Example 2.2. Let I’,@) be a n-dimensional vector space over a field F. 
Let M = V,(F) = r. Define vlvao3 = (zli , v2)v3 for any vu1 , v2 , va E M, 
where (vi , va) is the inner product of vi and va . Then M is a r-ring with a 
left identity and M is a ring-like object in GR where R is the right operator 
ring of M. 
Remark. In ([4], Theorem 1, p. SS), Nobusawa proves that if M is a semi- 
simple r-ring and satisfies the minimum condition for right ideals, then M 
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is a finite direct sum of minimal right ideals. In case M is a r-ring with a 
left identity, Nobusawa’s result is a special case of our Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let M and M’ be objects in an exact category and f be a 
morphism from M to M’. If K is a superJuous ubobject of M then f (K) is a 
superfluous ubobject of M’. 
LEMMA A. If K is a subobject of M thenf-l( f (K)) = K u Ker f. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
LEMMA B. S(M) is modular in the sense that zf B, C and D are elements in 
S(M)suchthatCCBthenBn(CuD)=Cu(BnD). 
Proof. Straightforward. 
PROOF OF THEOREM. Suppose K’ is a subobject of M’ such that 
f(K) u K’ = M’. Then, (Ker f u K) u f-l(P) = K u f-l(K), since 
Ker f C f-l(K). Since f(K) u K’ = M’, f-‘(f(K) U K’) = M. Since 
Ker f u K = f -l(f (K)) by Lemma A, K u f-l(K) = 
(Ker f u K) uf-l(K’) = f -l( f (K)) u f -l(K’). By Lemma B, and by the 
fact that f(M) C f(K) u K’ = M’, f(K) u (f(M) n K’) = 
f(M)n(f(K)uK’)=f(M).No~O-+f-~(K’)-+M+f(M)/f(M)nK’-t0, 
0 -f -‘(f (K)) - M -f (M)If(K) - 0 are short exact sequences by ([3], 
Corollary 16.4, p. 22). Since f(M) = f (K) u (f(M) n K’), the cointer- 
section off(M)/ f (M) n K’ and f (M)/ f (K) is zero by ([3], Proposition 15.2, 
p. 19). Hence the cointersection of M/f-l(K) and M/f-l( f (K)) is also zero and 
f-1(f(K))uf-1(K’)=M=f-l(f(K)~K’).ThusM=KerfuKuf-1(K’) 
= K u f-l(K) since f-‘(f(K)) = Ker f u K by Lemma A and 
Ker f 2 f-l(K). Since K is superfluous, this implies that f-r(K) = M. 
Sincef(M) = f (f -l(K’)) _C K’, K’ = f (K) U K’ = M’. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let K be a superfluous ubobject of an object M in E with 
the inclusion k : K -+ M. Let n be the cokernel of k. If m is a superfluous sub- 
object of M/K, then r-‘(m) is a superfluous ubobject of M. 
Proof. Let A = ,-l(m) and B be a subobject of M such that A u B = M. 
Then a(A u B) = n(A) u r(B) = M/K. Sincem > m(A) by ([3], Proposition 
11.1,~. 13),iliu7~(B) = M/K.S ince N is superfluous in M/K, r(B) = M/K. 
Hence n-l(m(B)) = M = B u Ker Z- = B U K, by Lemma A. But K is 
superfluous, so B = M. Thus A is superfluous. 
THEOREM 2.3, Let E be a locally small exact category with intersection, and 
let U be a non-zero object in E. Suppose that ifI is a proper subobject of U (i.e. 
the inclusion of I into U is not an isomorphism) then there exists a maximal 
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proper subobject J in U such that J I I. Let Z be the family of all maximal 
proper subobjects of U. Then J(U) = nJGz J is super@ous, and it contains 
every superfluous subobject of U, and U/J(U) is semi-simple. 
Proof. Let A be a subobject of U such that J(U) v  A = U. If  A is a 
proper subobject, then let A’ be a maximal proper subobject of U such that 
A C A’. Then U = J(U) u A = J(U) u A’ = A’. This is impossible. 
Hence A = U. Now let K be a superfluous subobject of U such that 
K g J(U). Then th ere exists a maximal proper subobject K’ not containing 
K, and K u K’ = U. But then K’ = U which is a contradiction. Now we 
prove that U/J(U) is semi-simple. Suppose N is a non-zero subobject of 
U//(U) such that it is superfluous. Let 7 be the cokernel of the inclusion: 
J(U) + U. Then by Theorem 2.2, r-l(m) is superfluous in U, and hence 
7+(R) C J(U). Since J(U) C n-l(N), this means +(fl) = J(U). Since the 
rr-l(@ is defined by the following pull back diagram: 
J(U) = 7+(m) - m 
1 1 
u- U/J(U), 
by ([3], Corollary 16.3, p. 21) rr-l(m) + m is an epimorphism. Hence 
-rr-l(fv) + N -+ U/J(U) = 0 implies that m+ U/J(U) = 0. This is a 
contradiction. 
If  M is an object of a locally small exact category, we wiii say J(M) exists 
provided that every proper subobject of M is contained in some maximal 
proper subobject of M and the intersection of the family of maximal proper 
subobjects of M exists. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let E be a locally small exact category, and let U and M be 
objects in E such that J(U) and J(M) existifM = U(m,s)E[v,~~X~u.~(o)~ mjx(u), 
where j is the inclusion of J( U) to U, then M = 0. 
Proof- Let M - J(U) = U(n,r)E[~,~lx[~,~(~)~ Max. Since x(U) is a 
subobject of U which is contained in J(U), ix(U) is superfluous in U by 
Theorem 2.3. Hence by Theorem 2.1, mjx( U) is superfluous in M for each m. 
Since J(M) exists, by Theorem 2.3 mjx( U) C J(M). Hence M * J(U) C J(M). 
Thus M * J(U) is superfluous in M. Since M = M . J(U), this means 
that M = 0. 
Remark 2.1. In the category of right R-modules for a given ring R with 1, 
if M is a finitely generated R-module, then J(M) exists. Hence Theorem 2.4 
can be regarded as a generalization of “Nakayama’s Lemma”. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. I f  U is a ring-like object in an exact category and 1 is a 
subobject of U then we define In = I * (In-l) where n is a positive integer. 
We say I is nilpotent if In = 0 for some positive integer n. We say I nil 
provided that if x E [U, I], then there exists a positive integer n such that 
x*x* ere i is the inclusion of I into U. 
n 
THEOREM 2.5. Let E be a locally small exact category with unions, and U be 
a ring-like object such that J(U) exists. If it is a nil subobject of U, then I C J(U). 
Proof. I f  I C& J(U), th en there exists a maximal proper subobject T in 
S(U) such that I $ T. Let i and t be inclusions of I and T respectively, and 
let p be the cokernel of t. Then pi : I + U/T is an epimorphism. Since U is 
projective, there exists a morphism 4 E [U, I] such that p = pip. Since I is nil 
and q E [U, I], there exists a positive integer n such that (qi)% = 0. Thus 
p = piqiq...q = 0. This implies that T = U which is a contradiction. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let E be a locally small exact category with unions, and U 
be a ring-like object of E such that J(U) exists. Suppose that if f  is a morphism 
from U then J( f  (U)) exists in f  (U). If U satisfies the minimum condition on 
subobjects, then J(U)” = 0 for some positive integer n. 
Proof, Since U satisfies the minimum condition on S(U), if J( U)n f 0 
for any positive integer n, then there exists a positive integer m such that 
J( U)m = I( U)m+l = J( U)m+2 = . . . . Let B = J( U)m and b be the inclusion 
ofBto U.DefineP =(N~S(U)/N~B,N~B#O)andletN,,#Obea 
minimal element of 8. Let no be the inclusion of N,, to U. Since N, C B, 
there is a monomorphism 6 from N,, to B such that n, = b8. Since Ns * B f 0, 
there exists (f, x) E [U, N,,] x [U, B] such that fbx # 0. Hence f  (B) E 8, 
since f  (B) C N0 C B and f  (B) and f  (B) * B # 0. Consequently f  (B) = N,, . 
Since f(U) * J(U) = N,, * J(U) = N,, = f(U), by Theorem 2.4 
f(U) = 0 = N,, . This is a contradiction. 
Remark 2.2. Theorem 2.6 generalizes Theorem 1 of ([2], p. 38) in case 
the ring R has 1, and the proof which is given in Theorem 2.6 does not involve 
the concept of quasi-regularity in J(R). 
3. 
In this section we will consider a ring-like object, which is semisimple in an 
exact category with unions. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be an exact category with unions and U be a ring-like 
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object in E. If I is a minimal subobject of U such that I2 # 0, then there is an 
idempotent morphism e in [U, UJ such that e(U) = I. 
Proof. Let i be the inclusion: I -+ U. Since I2 # 0, there exists f  and 
g E [U, I] such that 0 # gif E [I, I], so 0 # gi E [I, I]. Since I is minimal the 
kernel of gi is zero, gi is an epimorphism, so gi is an isomorphism (since the 
exact category is balanced). Let 8 E [I, I] be its inverse. Then (i0) g E [U, u] 
and (i0) g(8) g = ieg. Let e = (8) g. Then e(U) = I. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let E be an exact category and M be an object of E. If 
e E [M, M] such that e2 = e, then the image of e is a retraction, and the co- 
image of e is a co-retraction. Conversely, if v in [N, M], for some object N in E 
and p is in [M, N] such that pv = 1, , then vp is an idempotent in [M, M]. 
Proof. Let the image of e be v and co-image of e bep. Then (vp)(vp) = vp 
implies that pvp = p, and this in turn implies that pv = letM) . Conversely, 
if pv = 1, then (vp)(vp) = vp. 
Remark 3.1. Let e be an idempotent in [M, M] for some object M in the 
exact category and e = vp, where v is the image of e and p be the co-image of 
e. If K = Ker p and N = e(M), then K n N = 0 since pv = 1, . Further- 
more, the diagram: 
O--+Kk-M - 2, N-O 
O---+KTKnN ?KuN/K=N-0 
where k is the kernel of p, 0 is the inclusion of K u N, 6 is a monomorphism 
such that 08 = k and p’ is the co-kernel of 6, is commutative and exact in 
each row. Hence by The 9 Lemma ([3], p. 20), K u N = M. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E be an exact category and U be a ring-like object of E. 
If U is semi-simple and satisfies the minimum condition on the subobjects of U, 
then for any subobject L of U, there is an idempotent morphism e E [U, u] such 
that L = e(U). 
Proof. Consider the set T = (e ) e E [U, UJ, e2 = e f 0 and e(U) CL). 
T is not empty by Theorem 3.1 and the semi-simplicity of U. Let T’ = 
{Ker e 1 e E T}. By the minimum condition on S(U), we may choose a minimal 
element, say Kl E T’ for some e, E T. We claim Kl n L = 0. Suppose 
Kl n L f 0. Then Kl n L contains a minimal subobject, say J of U. By 
Theorem 3.1, there is an idempotent f  E [U, U] such that if y is the co- 
image off and v is the image off then yv = 1,. By Remark 3.1, U = J u K, , 
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where KY,, = Ker y, J n K, = 0. Since J is a retract of U and U is pro- 
jective, J is projective by ([3],Proposition 14.1,~. 70). Let u be the kernel of y. 
Then 0 + K,, % U L J- 0 is exact and K, A U is co-retraction since 
U 5 J is retraction (See [3], Ex. 21, p. 40). Hence K, is also projective. Let 
y’ be the co-kernel of ZI. Then y’u is an isomorphism by ([3], Corollary 16.8, 
p. 24) since yv = 15. We now identify K, = U/J and for the ease of nota- 
tion, we let y’u = lKO . Definef’ = uy’. Thenf’ is an idempotent in [U, U], 
f’f = (uy’)(vy) = 0 =fs’ = (vy)(uy’). Let I1 = e,(U) and e, = vlyl where 
vr is the image of e, and yr is the co-image of e, . Since J is contained in the 
kernel of ei , ylv = 0. Since y’ is the co-kernel of v, this means that yr = py’ 
for some q E [K, , II]. Hence e, f’ = vlyluy’ = qqy’uy = qqy’ = vlyl = e, , 
and ( f’el)(f’el) =f’(e,f’e,) =f’e, . Hence if we let M = f  ‘e,( U), then M 
is projective. Observe that y’vr is a monomorphism since qy’vr = yrvr = 111 . 
Hence uy’v, is a monomorphism, and the image of f’e, is uy’vi , and the 
co-image off’e, is yr . Since elf’ = e, , Kerf’ C Ker e, . Hence the Image 
off’ > Image of e, . Hence there exists 01 E [Ii, K,,] such that vi = ULY. Now 
the image off ‘e, is uy’vi . Hence uy’v = uy’(uol) = u(y’u) 01 = UOI = q . 
Thus M = 1, . Note that yu = 0. Hence K,, > M = II. Let K be the 
kernel of yru. Since liu = (yru)(y’v,), yru is a retraction. Hence there exists 
t E [K, , K] such that tk = lK , where k is the kernel of yru. Since 
ty’uk = lK, uk : K-t U is a co-retraction. Let $ be the co-kernel 
of uk. Then 0 4 K + U 5 U/K -+ 0 is exact and 4 is a retraction. Since 
U=K,u J=(KuM)u JandKn(Mu J)=O, U/K= MU J. MU J 
is projective since 4 is a retraction and U is projective. Hence there is 
7 E [M u J, U] such that 47 = lMvJ. Define e’ = T$. Then e’e’ = e’. Since 
q5 is the co-kernel of uk and yluk = 0, there must exist a morphism qr such 
that y1 = qr$. Hence ere’ = sn4 = V&T+ = vl& = wl = elf Hence 
Ker e’ is contained in Ker e, and this containment is proper since e, f  = 0 but 
e’f( U) = e’(J) # 0. N ow e’(U) c L since M = 1r and J C L. This contradicts 
the choice of e, . Thus Kl n L must be zero. Since 
THEOREM 3.3. Let E be an exact category and U be a ring-like object in 
E. If U is semi-simple and satisfies the minimum condition on the subobjects of 
U, then U is the union of a$nite number of minimal subobjects of U. In case E 
is additive, then U is the coproduct of aJinite number of minimal subobjects. 
Proof. Let I1 be a minima1 subobject of U. Then by Theorem 3.1 and 
Proposition 3.2, I1 is a retraction. Let Ml be a subobject of U such that 
I1 n Ml = 0 and I1 v Ml = U. If Ml is not a minimal subobject then let Ia 
be a minimal subobject which is contained in Ml . Then I1 u I, is the image 
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of some idempotent in [U, U] by Theorem 3.2. Hence Ii U I, is also a 
retraction, and if Ma is a subobject in U such that iVI, n (Ii U IS) = 0, and 
M, u (Ii u Is) = U, then M2 is properly contained in M1 . In this manner, 
we construct a descending chain of subobjects Mi . Since the minimum 
condition on subobjects of U holds, for some finite number of steps, we get 
a minimal subobject n/r, , for some positive integer n, and U must be the union 
of a finite number of subobjects. In case E is additive this union must be a 
coproduct by ([3], Proposition 19.3, p. 32). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let E be an exact category and U be a semi-simple ring-like 
object in E, which satisfies the minimum condition on its subobjects. If every object 
in E is relatively complemented U-module, then every object in E is projective and 
inject&e. 
Proof. Let U = I1 U I, U *** u I% , where {Ii}bl is a finite set of minimal 
subobjects of U. Let M be an arbitrary object in E and N be a subobject of 
M. Since M is relatively complemented, there exists a subobject T of M 
which is maximal with respect to the property N n T = 0. Then N U T C M. 
If N u T is properly contained in M, then there exists an index i and 
f E [U, M] such thatf (Ii) g N u T. F or, iff (Ii) C N u T for every f E [U, M] 
and every Ii E {Ii}rz”=1 , then M = ufEru,M1 f (I1 u I, *.* u I,) = 
ULG[iI,M] f (Ii) C N u T, contrary to the fact that N u T is properly 
contained in M. So assume f (Ii) g N U T. Then f (Ii) f  0 and since Ii is a mi- 
nimal subobject of U, Ii and f (Ii) are isomorphic. Hencef (Ii) n (N u T) = 0 
and (f (Ii) u T) n N = 0, contrary to the choice of T. Hence M = N U T. 
By ([3], Corollary 16.6, p. 23), N + M + M/T is an isomorphism. Conse- 
quently, N is a retraction of M. Thus every short exact sequence of objects in 
E splits and every U-module is projective and injective. 
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